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Myth of the 1950s Housewife

Electric appliances were marketed towards women with the promise of freeing her from her domestic duties. Society quickly adopted electric appliances as modern necessities in the home, with the promise of increased relaxation time for the housewife. Media portrayed a happy housewife who with the aid of her electric home appliances was able to successfully keep a home, raise a family, and emotionally support her husband.

True Demands on an American Housewife

Opposite to the myth that electric appliances would decrease a housewife’s workload the role of a housewife became more demanding as she was expected to complete her domestic duties efficiently with the aid of the new necessities. As marketed electric appliances allowed for women to complete mundane household chores in a decreased amount of time, allowing for her attention to be focused elsewhere. Although the appliances did enable women to complete household chores quickly social standards demanded that the woman remain in the home. The new appliances led society to believe that for a housewife to productively spend her day she needed to be continuously busy attending to her family’s needs by directly taking care of the house or the children.

Impact on Females

For the American housewife electric appliances did not encourage movement within society. As modern appliances where further integrated into the home the role of the housewife was further cemented. Media impacted the role of women of the 1950s by encouraging women to live the content life style of a suburban housewife. Social pressures greatly influenced accepted behaviors of the 1950s, which encouraged women that no greater satisfaction could be achieved than becoming a wife and a mother. The invention of the “supermom” increased social pressures of being the perfect housewife and mother. In America the ideal mother is based off of the 1950s stereotyped media driven image of a supermom.

Impact of the American Home

Beginning in the 1950s electric appliances in the American home became a necessity. As the suburban housing market exploded in the 1950s in an attempt to create housing for WWII veterans and their families architects and home designers began designing homes around the use of electric appliances. Home design accounted for the female figure acknowledging the need for feminine comfort during housework. As a result of the housing boom, electric appliance became an integrated part of home design.